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In Favor of Re-Vote

A possible change in the men's dress regulations situation was hinted at Wednesday with a report that two men's halls presented the issue. The students were considering changing their votes on the issue. A motion to change the rules was tabled last week by Men's Hall Association.

After the vote, the two halls found that a majority of the men were voting against changing the rules and were opposed to their "no vote." The two are a relatively new issue at tonight's MHA meeting. Theirs would be the two halls needed to pass a motion to change the rules. a re-vote they come in favor. If there is a possibility that a re-vote cannot change the result, we would like to see MCHA act.

While the original vote was in no way misleading or unfair, the new information concerning the two halls should be considered in the decision.

Current dress regulations, which required students to wear dress shirts and dress slacks to evening meals, are an unpopular and inconvenient imposition on students.

It is felt that students should be held to certain standards in such matters as clothing to instill in them acceptable social values. This is a degrading and unenlightened view of the students and the association's positions in the University.

If students are able to change their affairs sufficiently well to live away from home and in an academic atmosphere, they too should also be considered mature enough to decide appropriate dress for all occasions. Men's Hall Association notwithstanding, most students would be sensible enough to know when to dress with or without restrictions.

Current all-University regulations favor limited and private dress for classes. Students are required to remain within the bounds of neatness. If such clothing as sport shirts and casual slacks is appropriate for classes, it should also be considered appropriate for meals.

The current regulations enforced by MCHA appear to be unpopular with students, and the issue should be considered as frequently as the men express a desire to review it. Tonight may be such an occasion.

The room is really sexy, Mom, but the bathroom facilities need a little improvement.

From Other Campuses

France Maintains Heavy Interest

Economy Key To S.E. Asia

France will still be South Vietnam's major foreign opponent, Foreign Minister North Vietnam Newsletter reported. French aid to Indochina is still more than $300 million to South Vietnam.

France still is South Vietnam's major opponent, Foreign Minister North Vietnam Newsletter reported. French aid to Indochina is still more than $300 million to South Vietnam.

The reason for this is obvious. The days of dangerous working conditions, yellow-dog contracts, blacklists, and company-owned schools and hospitals are over.

Thirty years ago when the tradition stated, Congress created antitrust laws to curb giant corporations. Laws such as these are no longer necessary for labor to protect corporations 30 years ago.

If regulating unions Congress would probably do a better job of controlling the economy. These laws are now only to make sure that the public actually is able to have a say in the economy. Labor is just as much a big business as General Motors, and the economy is really the biggest economic interest that we can be directed.

Unions Need More Control

By Bob Beamer

Recently Jimbo Hufnagel, who works for ourselves as Unions need, developed his plan to eliminate the status quo in labor unions. Hufnagel says that it's time to plan for a union in a contract-

This contract goes one step further by making sure that the major issues of Northwest conference cover the most important aspects of the contract.

The major issues of the Northwest conference cover the most important aspects of the contract. A union in a contract-

But whether or not Jimbo Hufnagel does this contract in the near future, this union is going to have to do something to control the

Radio Idea

Proposals to establish an all-University radio station point out a definite need in the University community.

The main reason for this establishment of a campus-wide station on network is to tailor this activity for University members. The station, which would ask University presentations, such as Lecture-Congress Series show, would be produced for the station, and that this would offer training for future announcers.

The dispute, as we see it, is between the alternate plans offered, not between those who want or don't want to change.

All-University Student Government

The station, which would be a board, is a board, is to allow for a decision on either plan.

Both parties seemed to favor the establishment of a station and we would like to see additional research into the matter so a logical decision soon may be reached.

Needs Study

Letters To The Editor

Defends 'True Church'

The "religious editorial" of the "True Church" is a reassertion of the religious principles that have given the church its strength over the years. It is a reassertion of the religious principles that have given the church its strength over the years.
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Performing Arts Co. Plans
Adapted Moliere Comedy

The Performing Arts Com-

pany plans to present a
production of "Tartuffe,"

Moliere's comedy, in the Kresge
Auditorium Arena.

The production will open
Wednesday, March 5, and play for
three nights, March 5, 7, and 8.

"This version has capitalized
on Moliere's superb comic situa-
tions and characters, with added
lines and stage business to enhance
the play in a way that I think will
please the original French
观众 who saw the play," said
Johnny Hurd, producer-director.

Robert Brooks, Illinois, grad-
uate student, as Elise, and Kenneth R.
Keeling, Warren, Ohio, sopho-
more, was recently elected
college poet laureate.

The poetry and fiction com-
petition is scheduled for March 1.
Winners will receive cash prizes up
to $500 for the story entry.

The art competition is open
to all MSU students.

The American Society of Civil
Engineers will hold a funda-
mental engineering design con-
cerned with "Design Unlimited" for the
year. Entries submitted by grad-
uates will be accepted.

Graduate students in the
College of Engineering will be
able to enter the competition.
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Thursday, February 13, 1964

Reds Hit Swiss For Defection

F o r D e f e c t i o n
R e d s  H i t S w i s s
here, had been lured to the West
viet disarmament delegation

ficer of the top Soviet security

charged the Russians failed
to cooperate with Swiss police

in the matter and even actively

hindered police work.

The State Department an-

ounced Soviet Ambassador Alex-

rich Wahlen immediately sum-

bled or even actively

The teachers' role is an ob-

vious and a vital one.

The most trusted name in sound

Kruppe Beteiligungs-Gesellschaft, had

required political system in the United
States, he said, had disappeared from

huge..."


FOUR STATES NEWS, EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN
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**Viet Nam New Year Brings Friendly Spirit Of Rebirth**

By HANNY FRUKK
Star News Staff Writer

Today in the Vietnamese New Year, the Vietnamese call it "TET." For the Vietnamese, it is the most meaningful holiday of the year.

The Vietnamese celebrate by visiting family and friends, exchanging gifts, and enjoying special meals. This holiday is a time of gathering and a celebration of the freshness and promise of a new year.

The festival begins on the first day of the lunar New Year, which is determined by the phases of the moon. It lasts for 15 days, ending on the fifteenth day of the lunar month.

During TET, Vietnamese people decorate their homes with red paper lanterns and hang them across their windows to ward off evil spirits. They also display images of lucky symbols, such as a rooster or a bamboo plant, to bring good fortune.

In addition to these traditional decorations, families gather to share a reunion meal, which is typically made of special dishes that symbolize prosperity and longevity. These dishes often include spring rolls, noodles, and sweet and sour pork.

The Vietnamese believe that the first day of the lunar New Year is a time to honor ancestors and to wish for good fortune and health for the coming year. They often visit the graves of their ancestors and offer them food and feasts.

The Vietnamese also believe that the first day of the lunar New Year is a time to forgive and make amends with others. They may exchange gifts or offer blessings to each other to start the new year on a positive note.

In Conclusion

The Vietnamese New Year, also known as TET, is a time of joy, family reunion, and celebration. It is a time to honor ancestors, forgive one another, and wish for good fortune and health in the coming year. The festival is a time of gathering and togetherness, with families coming together to share meals and offer blessings to each other.
Comment From Fordy

To the Editor:

I'm afraid the statement was in the written dressing room report passed out to the press box after the game. They just beat us. "They want the "hows" and "whys." They just beat us." They want the "hows" and "whys." They just beat us. But there's one thing worse — he also seemed to think I spent too much time analyzing the game. They were the "avid Spartan partisan" he mentioned. He reversed his earlier "I'm losing faith." He told reporters he has faith that Michigan feat. It also caused Anderson to again go on the road, meet with the press box after the game. They just beat us. "They want the "hows" and "whys." They just beat us." But there's one thing worse — he also seemed to think I spent too much time analyzing the game. They were the "avid Spartan partisan" he mentioned. He reversed his earlier "I'm losing faith." He told reporters he has faith that Michigan feat. It also caused Anderson to again go on the road, meet with the press box after the game.
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State's 311920:

"I Don't Have Much Spare Time"}

by RICHARD SCHMIDT
State News Sports Editor

I'll put the real Sherm Lewis down as one of the most popular and interesting athletes Michigan State University has ever had. The senior, track man, is always in the headlines, but not Paul Lewis, number 311920 at Michigan State University. "He's hard to pin down in words, but he's the heart and soul of the Wolverines track team. I'm not sure how you can describe a track athlete, but the Wolverines don't play without him. Sometimes people don't get to know him, but when you do, you'll know there are better people in the world than Sherm Lewis..."

.INTRAMURAL NEWS

Open Hockey League

- Floty Chimes
- Tigers
- Intramural Champions
- Intramural Champions
- Intramural Champions

- Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Pavilion Hall Bowling

- All
- Intramural
- Champion-Defender

A very successful invasion of the Intramural League was made by Michigan State University students when they took over the Pavilion Hall bowling alley. The excellence and enthusiasm of the players was so great that the first night was an instant sell-out. Many more bowlers are still signing up. The first night of invasion, N. Sanders held the invasion high with a score of 247 and 669 respectively. President Charles L. Lawrk held the final series and the last game with 717 and 217.

Basketball Schedule

Tues. Gym 1 (ch)
- M.C.-Michigan State
- Symposium-Useless

INTELCOM-Events Instraball

Intramural News